
Amersham Hill vs HURLEY !XI – 21st August 2010 

AMERSHAM HILL 
C Fletcher b Cole 27 

A Harrison c Brown b Cole 86 

M Joseph b Akhtar 64 

J Richardson-Hill c Simoes b Wright 4 

R Thompson Not Out 10 

S Scott c&b Cole 0 

G McKenzie c Simoes b Cole 2 

J Evans c Lewis b Akhtar 1 

D Newton b Akhtar 13 

 Extras 28 

 Total 235-8 

 

D Wright 12-2-51-1  P Ridgeway 8-0-25-0 

J Taylor  5-0-25-0  R Brown 3-0-12-0 

N Akhtar 11-2-42-3  M Cole  13-2-62-4 

 

 

HURLEY 
D Day c Evans b Goss 5 

N Akhtar c Harrison b Newton 6 1x6 

D Simoes b Goss 0 

T Moore c Evans b Newton 2 

J Taylor lbw b Evans 20 

P Ridgeway c Newton b McKenzie 10 

P Todd b McKenzie 0 

R Brown b Harrison 32 

G Lewis Not Out 86 3x6 

D Wright b McKenzie 22 1x6 

M Cole c Fletcher b McKenzie 6 

 Extras 23 

 Total 212ao 

 

Hurley opted to slumber through large tracts of this game and despite being down and out shortly 

after tea, eventually ended only 23 runs on the wrong side of the result. The fact that Hurley managed 

to haul themselves from the abyss was largely down to two of Hurley’s talented colts and a 

remarkable innings from 15 year old George Lewis (86not). A passing Spitfire seemed to signal a nod 

to the past and optimism for the future. 

 

Stand in skipper Dave Simoes could not break the run of 6 consecutive defeats with the coin and 

Amersham elected to bat. A cautious start allowed the home side to build an opening stand of 94 

and show the visitors the value of conserving early wickets. Mike Cole’s late arrival meant that he 

could not bowl before the 26th over but immediately made an impact clipping Fletcher’s off peg with 

his 4th delivery with the batsman on 27. Skipper Andy Harrison (86) and a sparkling 64 from Max Joseph 

added 55 for then second wicket as Hurley looked devoid of options to get back into the match. Cole 

(4-62) eventually removed Harrison to a good catch by Ross Brown at mid wicket with the score on 

149 and the more muted Richardson-Hill (4) slashed Darryn Wright (1-51) to point. But with Joseph 

upping the tempo his partner Russ Thompson was a mere spectator adding just 4 runs in a partnership 

of 51. The fall of Joseph bowled by Naeem Akhtar (3-42) signalled a collapse as the home side 

disappeared from 209-3 to 235-8 from their 52 overs with new keeper Lewis taking his first catch for the 

1XI. 

 

A somewhat disappointing tea (aren’t they all compared to the feast provided at Hurley) of a cold 

buffet and no sandwiches seemed to unhinge Hurley who shuffled their pack and sent in the 

obdurate Denis Day (5) and the rapacious Akhtar (6). Both were back in the pavilion by the end of 

the second over, Day slapping in the air to gully and Akhtar edging to slip. Hurley rapidly declined to 

60-7 as a succession of aerial shots much less magnificent than the passing Spitfire saw Hurley turn in a 



performance with less spine than a jellyfish. Only 17 year old James Taylor (20) showed any fight until 

he tried to avoid an inswinging Yorker and was trapped lbw by James Evans (1-44). Hurley’s profligacy 

was put into perspective as two more of their talented U17s came together to add 81 for the 8th 

wicket in 14 overs. Ross Brown (32) played the controlled foil to a blistering tirade from George Lewis 

(86not). Lewis moved to 44 in 11 boundaries and reached his 50 in 45 balls. One huge six into the 

allotments seemed to go on forever as steam began to emanate from an irascible Evans. Brown tried 

to sweep Harrison (1-41) and was bowled with the score on 141 and some typical blasting from Darryn 

Wright (22) lifted Hurley to 179 and improbable thoughts of an unlikely victory. Cole (6) allowed Lewis 

his head and a little luck as Hurley charged to 212 before Cole scooped to short cover denying the 

visitors a spectacular victory and Lewis a deserved ton.  


